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Abstract. Most models tasked to ground referential utterances in 2D
and 3D scenes learn to select the referred object from a pool of object
proposals provided by a pre-trained detector. This is limiting because an
utterance may refer to visual entities at various levels of granularity, such
as the chair, the leg of the chair, or the tip of the front leg of the chair,
which may be missed by the detector. We propose a language grounding
model that attends on the referential utterance and on the object pro-
posal pool computed from a pre-trained detector to decode referenced
objects with a detection head, without selecting them from the pool. In
this way, it is helped by powerful pre-trained object detectors without
being restricted by their misses. We call our model Bottom Up Top Down
DEtection TRansformers (BUTD-DETR) because it uses both language
guidance (top down) and objectness guidance (bottom-up) to ground ref-
erential utterances in images and point clouds. Moreover, BUTD-DETR
casts object detection as referential grounding and uses object labels as
language prompts to be grounded in the visual scene, augmenting super-
vision for the referential grounding task in this way. The proposed model
sets a new state-of-the-art across popular 3D language grounding bench-
marks with significant performance gains over previous 3D approaches
(12.6% on SR3D, 11.6% on NR3D and 6.3% on ScanRefer). When ap-
plied in 2D images, it performs on par with the previous state of the
art. We ablate the design choices of our model and quantify their con-
tribution to performance. Our code and checkpoints can be found at the
project website https://butd-detr.github.io.

1 Introduction

Language-directed attention helps us localize objects that our “bottom-up”,
task-agnostic perception may miss. Consider Fig. 1. The utterance “bottle on
top of the bathroom vanity” suffices to direct our attention to the reference ob-
ject, even though it is far from salient. Language-directed perception adapts the
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Fig. 1: Language-modulated 3D (top) and 2D (bottom) detection with
BUTD-DETR. Middle: State-of-the-art object detectors often fail to localize
small, occluded or rare objects (here they miss the clock on the shelf and the
bottle on the cabinet). Right: Language-driven and objectness-driven attention
in BUTD-DETR modulates the visual processing depending on the referential
expression while taking into account salient, bottom-up detected objects, and
correctly localizes all referenced objects.

visual processing of the input scene according to the utterance. Object detectors
instead apply the same computation in each scene, which can miss task-relevant
objects.

Most existing language grounding models use object proposal bottlenecks:
they select the referenced object from a pool of object proposals provided by
the pre-trained object detector [9,20,22,11,17]. This means they cannot recover
objects or parts that a bottom-up detector misses. This is limiting since small,
occluded, or rare objects are hard to detect without task-driven guidance. For
example, in Figure 1 middle, state-of-the-art 2D [39] and 3D [30] detectors miss
the clock on the shelf and the bottle on the bathroom vanity, respectively.

Recently, Kamath et al. [21] introduced MDETR, a language grounding
model for 2D images that decodes object boxes using a DETR [3] detection
head and aligns them to the relevant spans in the input utterance, it does not
select the answer from a box proposal pool. The visual computation is modu-
lated based on the input utterance through several layers of self-attention on
a concatenation of language and visual features. MDETR achieves big leaps in
performance in 2D language grounding over previous box-bottlenecked methods.

We propose a model for grounding referential utterances in 3D and 2D visual
scenes that builds upon MDETR, which we call BUTD-DETR (pronounced
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Beauty-DETR), as it uses both box proposals, obtained by a pre-trained detector
“bottom-up” and “top-down” guidance from the language utterance, to localize
the relevant objects in the scene. BUTD-DETR uses box proposals obtained by
a pre-trained detector as an additional input stream to attend on; however, it
is not box-bottlenecked and still decodes objects with a detection head, instead
of selecting them from the input box stream. Current object detectors provide
a noisy tokenization of the input visual scene that, as our experiments show,
is a useful cue to attend on for multimodal reasoning. Second, BUTD-DETR
augments grounding annotations by configuring annotations for object detection
as detection prompts to be grounded in visual scenes. A detection prompt is a
list of object category labels, e.g., “Chair. Door. Person. Bed.”. We train the
model to ground detection prompts by localizing the labels that are present in
the image and learn to discard labels that are mentioned but do not correspond
to any objects in the scene. Third, BUTD-DETR considers improved bounding
box - word span alignment losses that reduce noise during alignment of object
boxes to noun phrases in the referential utterance.

We test BUTD-DETR on the 3D benchmarks of [2,4] and 2D benchmarks of
[23,47]. In 3D point clouds, we set new state-of-the-art in the two benchmarks of
Referit3D [2] and ScanRefer [4] and report significant performance boosts over
all prior methods (12.6% on SR3D, 11.6% on NR3D and 6.3% on ScanRefer), as
well as over a direct MDETR-3D implementation of ours that does not use a box
proposal stream or detection prompts during training. In 2D images, our model
obtains competitive performance with MDETR on RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and
Flickr30k, and requires less than half of the GPU training time due to the cheaper
deformable attention in the visual stream. We ablate each of the design choices
of the model to quantify their contribution to performance.

In summary, our contributions are: (i) A model with SOTA performance
across both 2D and 3D scenes with minor changes showing that modulated de-
tection in 2D images can also work in 3D point clouds with appropriate visual
encoder and decoder modifications. (ii) Augmenting supervision with detection
prompts, attention on an additional input box stream and improved bound-
ing box - word span alignment losses. (iii) Extensive ablations to quantify the
contribution of different components of our model. We make our code publicly
available at https://butd-detr.github.io.

2 Related work

Object detection with transformers Object detectors are trained to localize
all instances of a closed set of object category labels in images and 3D point-
clouds. While earlier architectures pool features within proposed boxes to decode
objects and classify them into categories [14,28,38], recent methods pioneered by
DETR [3] use transformer architectures where a set of object query vectors at-
tend to the scene and among themselves to decode object boxes and their labels.
DETR suffers from the quadratic cost of within image features self attention.
D(eformable)-DETR [50] proposes deformable attention, a locally adaptive ker-
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nel that is predicted directly in each pixel location without attention to other
pixel locations, thus saving the quadratic cost of pixel-to-pixel attention. Our
model builds upon deformable attention for feature extraction from RGB images.
[30,34] extend detection transformers to 3D point cloud input.

2D referential language grounding Referential language grounding [23] is
the task of localizing the object(s) referenced in a language utterance. Most 2D
language grounding models obtain sets of object proposals using pre-trained ob-
ject detectors and the original image is discarded upon extraction of the object
proposals [9,20,22,11,17]. Many of these approaches use multiple layers of atten-
tion to fuse information across both, the extracted boxes and language utterance
[31,6,46]. Recently, a few approaches directly regress the target bounding box
without using pre-trained object proposals. In [5] language and visual features
cross-attend and are concatenated to predict the box of the referential object.
Yang et al. [45] extends the YOLO detector [38] to referential grounding by
channel-wise concatenating language, visual and spatial feature maps and then
regressing a single box using the YOLO box prediction head. [42] performs a
fusion similar to [45], then selects a single box from a set of anchor boxes and
predicts a deformation of it, much like the Faster-RCNN object detector [39].
While previous approaches encode the whole text input into a single feature
vector, [44] further improves performance by recursively attending on different
parts of the referential utterance. Lastly, [8] encodes the image and utterance
with within- and cross-modality transformers, and a special learnable token re-
gresses a single box. In contrast to our method, all these works predict a single
bounding box per image-utterance pair. Our work builds upon MDETR of Ka-
math et al. [21] that modulates visual processing through attention to the input
language utterance and decodes objects from queries similar to DETR, without
selecting from a pool of proposals. Both our method and MDETR can predict
multiple instances being referred to, as well as ground intermediate noun phrases.
Concurrent to our work, GLIP [26] shows that adding supervision from detec-
tion annotations can improve 2D referential grounding. Our work independently
confirms this hypothesis in 2D and also shows its applicability on the 3D domain.

3D referential language grounding has only recently gained popularity [4,2].
To the best of our knowledge, all related approaches are box-bottlenecked: they
extract 3D object proposals and select one as their answer. Their pipeline can
be decomposed into three main steps: i) Representation of object boxes as point
features [46], segmentation masks [48] or pure spatial/categorical features [41].
ii) Encoding of language utterance using word embeddings [46,41] and/or scene
graphs [10]. iii) Fusion of the two modalities and scoring of each proposal us-
ing graph networks [18] or Transformers [46]. Most of these works also em-
ploy domain-specific design choices by explicitly encoding pairwise relationships
[18,13,48] or by relying on heuristics, such as restricting attention to be local
[49,48] and ignoring input modalities [41]. Such design prevents those architec-
tures from being applicable to both the 3D and 2D domains simultaneously.
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Due to the inferior performance of 3D object detectors in comparison to
their 2D counterparts, popular benchmarks for 3D language grounding, such as
Referit3D [2] provide access to ground-truth object boxes at test time. The pro-
posed BUTD-DETR is the first 3D language grounding model that is evaluated
on this benchmark without access to oracle 3D object boxes.

3 Method

We first describe MDETR [21] in Section 3.1. Then, we present BUTD-DETR’s
architecture in Section 3.2, supervision augmentation with detection prompts in
Section 3.3 and its training objectives in Section 3.4.

3.1 Background: MDETR

MDETR is a 2D language grounding model that takes a referential utterance
and an RGB image as input and localises in the image all objects mentioned in
the utterance. MDETR encodes the image with a convolutional network [15] and
the language utterance with a RoBERTa encoder [29]. It then fuses information
across the language and visual features through multiple layers of self-attention
on the concatenated visual and language feature sequences. In MDETR’s de-
coder, a set of query vectors iteratively attend to the contextualized visual fea-
tures and self-attend to one another, similar to the DETR’s [3] decoder. Finally,
each query decodes a bounding box and a confidence score over each word in the
input utterance, which associates the box to a text span.

The predicted boxes are assigned to ground-truth ones using a Hungarian
matching, similar to [3]. Upon matching, the following losses are computed:

– A bounding box loss between predicted boxes and the corresponding ground-
truth ones. This is a combination of L1 and generalized IoU [40] losses.

– A soft token prediction loss. A query matched to a ground-truth box is
trained to decode a uniform distribution over the language token positions
that refer to that object. Queries not matched to ground-truth targets are
trained to predict a no-object label.

– Two contrastive losses between query and language token features. The first
one, called object contrastive loss, pulls an object query’s features closer
to the features of the corresponding ground-truth span’s word tokens, and
further than all other tokens. The second one, called token contrastive loss,
pulls the features of a ground-truth span’s token closer to the corresponding
object query features, and further than all other queries.

3.2 Bottom-up Top-down DETR (BUTD-DETR)

The architecture of BUTD-DETR is illustrated in Figure 2. Given a referential
language utterance, e.g., “find the plant that is on top of the end table” and
a visual scene, which can be a 3D point cloud or a 2D image, BUTD-DETR
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Fig. 2: BUTD-DETR architecture. Given a visual scene and a referential
utterance, the model localizes all object instances mentioned in the utterance.
A pre-trained object detector extracts object box proposals. The visual scene
features, the language utterance and the labelled box proposals are encoded into
corresponding sequences of visual, word and box tokens using visual, language
and box encoders, respectively. The three streams cross-attend and finally decode
boxes and corresponding spans in the language utterance that each decoded
box refers to. We visualize here the model operating on a 3D point cloud; an
analogous architecture is used for 2D image grounding.

is trained to localize all objects mentioned in the utterance. In the previous
example, we expect one box for the “plant” and one for the “end table”. The
model attends across image/point cloud, language and box proposal streams,
then decodes the relevant objects and aligns them to input language spans.

Within-modality encoder In 2D, we encode an RGB image using a pre-
trained ResNet101 backbone [16]. The 2D appearance visual features are added
to 2D Fourier positional encodings, same as in [50,19]. In 3D, we encode a 3D
point cloud using a PointNet++ backbone [37]. The 3D point visual features
are added to learnable 3D positional encodings, same as in [30]: we pass the
coordinates of the points through a small multilayer perceptron (MLP). Let
V ∈ Rnv×cv denote the visual token sequence, where nv is the number of visual
tokens and cv is the number of visual feature channels.

The words of the input utterance are encoded using a pre-trained RoBERTa
[29] backbone. Let L ∈ Rnℓ×cℓ denote the word token sequence.

A pre-trained detector is used to obtain 2D or 3D object box proposals. Fol-
lowing prior literature, we use Faster-RCNN [39] for RGB images, pre-trained on
1601 object categories of Visual Genome [24], and Group-Free detector [30] for
3D point clouds pre-trained on a vocabulary of 485 object categories on ScanNet
[7]. The detected box proposals that surpass a confidence threshold are encoded
using a box proposal encoder, by mapping their spatial coordinates and categor-
ical class information to an embedding vector each, and concatenating them to
form an object proposal token. We use a pre-trained and frozen RoBERTa [29]
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backbone to encode the semantic categories of proposed boxes. Let O ∈ Rno×co

denote the object token sequence.
The 3D detector is trained on ScanNet and all 3D benchmarks we use are

also ScanNet-based. This creates a discrepancy in the quality of the detector’s
predictions between train and test time, as it is far more accurate on the training
set. As a result, we find that BUTD-DETR tends to rely on the detector at
training time and generalizes less at test time, where the detector’s predictions
are much noisier. To mitigate this, we randomly replace 30% of the detected
boxes at training time with random ones. This augmentation leads to stronger
generalization when the detector fails to locate the target object. Note that this
is not the case in 2D, where the detector is trained on a different dataset.

All visual, word and box proposal tokens are mapped using (different per
modality) MLPs to same-length feature vectors.

Cross-modality Encoder The visual, language and box proposals, interact
through a sequence of NE cross-attention layers. In each encoding layer, visual
and language tokens cross-attend to one another and are updated using stan-
dard key-value attention. Then, the resulting language-conditioned visual tokens
attend to the box proposal tokens. We use standard attention for both streams
in 3D and deformable attention [50] for the visual stream in 2D.

In contrast to MDETR, BUTD-DETR keeps visual, language and box stream
separate in the encoder instead of concatenating them. This enables us to employ
deformable attention [50] in self and cross attention layers involving the visual
stream in 2D domain. Deformable attention involves computing bilinearly inter-
polated features which is expensive and non-robust in discontinous and sparse
modalities like pointclouds, hence we use vanilla attention in 3D (for more de-
tails see supplementary). In our experiments, we show that concatenation versus
keeping separate streams performs similarly in 3D referential grounding.

Decoder BUTD-DETR decodes objects from contextualized features using
non-parametric queries in both 2D and 3D, similar to [50,30]. Non-parametric
queries are predicted by visual tokens from the current scene, in contrast to
parametric queries used in DETR [3] and MDETR [21] that correspond to a
learned set of vectors shared across all scenes. Specifically, the contextualized
visual tokens from the last multi-modality encoding layer predict confidence
scores, one per visual token. The top-K highest scoring tokens are each fed into
an MLP to predict a vector which stands for an object query, i.e., a vector that
will decode a box center and size relative to the location of the corresponding
visual token, similar to D-DETR [50]. The query vectors are updated in a resid-
ual manner through ND decoder layers. In each decoder layer, we employ four
types of attention operations. First, the queries self-attend to one another to
contextually refine their estimates. Second, they attend to the contextualized
word embeddings to condition on the language utterance. Next, they attend to
the box proposal tokens and then in the image or point visual tokens. At the
end of each decoding layer, there is a prediction head that predicts a box center
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Fig. 3: Augmenting referential grounding supervision with detection
prompts. A detection prompt is constructed by sequencing sampled object cat-
egory labels (here couch, person and chair). The task is to localize all instances
of mentioned objects and associate them with the correct span in the prompt.
50% of the sampled labels are negative, i.e., they have no corresponding ob-
ject instance in the scene. The model learns not to associate these spans with
predicted boxes.

displacement, height and width vector, and a token span for each object query
that localizes the corresponding object box and aligns it with the language input.
We refer the reader to our supplementary file for more implementation details.

3.3 Augmenting supervision with detection prompts

Object detection is an instance of referential language grounding in which the
utterance is a single word, namely, the object category label. Language ground-
ing models have effectively combined supervision across referential grounding,
caption description and question answering tasks [31,32], which is an important
factor for their success. Object detection annotations have not been considered
so far as candidates for such co-training.

We cast object detection as grounding of detection prompts, namely, ref-
erential utterances comprised of a list of object category labels, as shown in
Figure 3. Specifically, given the detector’s vocabulary of object category labels,
we randomly sample a fixed number of them—some appear in the visual scene
and some do not—and generate synthetic utterances by sequencing the sampled
labels, e.g., “Couch. Person. Chair. Fridge.”, we call them detection prompts.
We treat these prompts as referential utterances to be grounded: the task is to
localize all object instances of the category labels mentioned in the prompt if
they appear in the scene. The sampling of negative category labels (labels for
which there are no object instances present) operates as negative training: the
model is trained to not match any boxes to the negative category labels. Further
details on this negative training can be found in the supplementary.
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3.4 Supervision objectives

We supervise the outputs of all prediction heads in each layer of the decoder. We
follow MDETR [21] in using Hungarian matching to assign a subset of object
queries to the ground-truth object boxes and then compute the bounding box,
soft token prediction and contrastive losses. Our bounding box and soft token
prediction losses are identical to MDETR’s. However, we notice that MDETR’s
contrastive losses do not compare all object queries and word tokens symmetri-
cally. Specifically, the object contrastive loss supervises only the object queries
that are matched to a ground-truth object box. On the other hand, the token
contrastive loss includes only the tokens that belong to positive spans, namely,
noun phrases with corresponding object instances in the scene. As a result, ob-
ject queries not matched to any ground-truth object box are not pulled far from
non-ground-truth text spans, which means at inference object queries can be
close to negative spans. We find this asymmetry to hurt performance, as we
show in our experiments.

To address this, we propose a symmetric alternative where the similarities
between all object queries and language tokens are considered. We append the
span “not-mentioned” to all input utterances. This acts as the ground-truth
text span for all object queries that are not assigned to any of the ground-truth
objects. The object contrastive loss now supervises all queries and considers
the similarities with all tokens. We empirically find that gathering unmatched
queries to “not mentioned” is beneficial. This is similar in principle to the soft
token prediction loss, where unmatched queries have to predict “no object”. In
fact, we find that this symmetric contrastive loss is sufficient for our model’s
supervision, but we observe that co-optimizing for soft token prediction results
in faster convergence.

4 Experiments

We test BUTD-DETR on grounding referential utterances in 3D point clouds
and 2D images. Our experiments aim to answer the following questions:

1. How does BUTD-DETR perform compared to the state-of-the-art in 3D
and 2D language grounding?

2. How does BUTD-DETR perform compared to a straightforward extension
of the 2D state-of-the-art MDETR [21] model in 3D?

3. How much, if at all, attending to a bottom-up box proposal stream helps
performance?

4. How much, if at all, co-training for grounding detection prompts helps per-
formance?

5. How much, if at all, the proposed contrastive loss variant helps performance?

4.1 Language grounding in 3D point clouds

We test BUTD-DETR on SR3D, NR3D [2] and ScanRefer [4] benchmarks. All
three benchmarks contain pairs of 3D point clouds of indoor scenes from Scan-
Net [7] and corresponding referential utterances, and the task is to localize the
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objects referenced in the utterance. The utterances in SR3D are short and syn-
thetic, e.g., “choose the couch that is underneath the picture”, while utterances
in NR3D and ScanRefer are longer and more natural, e.g. “from the set of chairs
against the wall, the chair farthest from the red wall, in the group of chairs that
is closer to the red wall”. For fair comparison against previous methods, we train
BUTD-DETR separately on each of SR3D, NR3D and ScanRefer. We augment
supervision in each of the three datasets with ScanNet detection prompts. SR3D
provides annotations for all objects mentioned in the utterance, so during train-
ing we supervise localization of all objects mentioned. In NR3D and ScanRefer,
we use supervision for grounding only the referenced object.

All existing models that have been tested in SR3D or NR3D benchmarks
are box-bottlenecked, namely, they are trained to select the answer from a pool
of box proposals. They all use ground-truth 3D object boxes (without
category labels) as the set of boxes to select from. We thus consider two
evaluation setups:

1. det: where we re-train previous models using their publicly available code
and provide the same 3D box proposals we use in BUTD-DETR, obtained
by the Group-Free 3D object detector [30] trained to detect 485 object cat-
egories in ScanNet (Section det in Table 1).

2. GT, where we use ground-truth 3D object boxes for our model and baseline
(Section GT in Table 1).

Alongside previous models, we also compare our model against our imple-
mentation of the MDETR model in 3D. This is similar to our model but without
attention on a box stream, without co-training with detection prompts and with
the original contrastive losses proposed by MDETR. We also replace MDETR’s
parametric object queries with non-parametric one —similar to our model—
since they have been shown to be crucial for good performance in 3D [30,34].
We call this model MDETR-3D. For the sake of completeness, we do have a 3D
version of MDETR that uses parametric queries in Table 2 and, as expected, it
is significantly worse. MDETR does not use a pool of box proposals in any way
and hence we cannot report results of MDETR-3D under GT.

We show quantitative results of our models against previous works in Table 1.
We use top-1 accuracy metric, which measures the percentage of times we can
find the target box with an IoU higher than the threshold. We report results
with IoU@0.25 on SR3D and NR3D; and with both IoU@0.25 and IoU@0.5 on
ScanRefer. Please refer to supplementary for more detailed results.

BUTD-DETR outperforms existing approaches as well as MDETR-3D by a
large margin under both evaluation setups, det and GT. It also outperforms the
recent SAT-2D [46] that uses additional 2D RGB image features during training.
BUTD-DETR does not use 2D image features, but it can be easily extended
to do so. We show qualitative results in Figure 4. For more qualitative results,
please check the supplementary file.
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Table 1: Results on language grounding in 3D point clouds. We evalu-
ate top-1 accuracy using ground-truth (GT) or detected (det) boxes. ∗ denotes
method uses extra 2D image features. † denotes evaluation with detected boxes
using the authors’ code and checkpoints. ‡ denotes re-training using the authors’
code. For [49], we compare against their 3D-only version.

SR3D NR3D ScanRefer (Val. Set)
Method Acc@0.25(det) Acc.(GT) Acc@0.25(det) Acc@0.25(det) Acc@0.5(det)

ReferIt3DNet [2] 27.7† 39.8 24.0† 26.4 16.9
ScanRefer [4] - - - 35.5 22.4
TGNN [18] - 45.0 - 37.4 29.7
3DRefTransformer [1] - 47.0 - - -

InstanceRefer [48] 31.5‡ 48.0 29.9‡ 40.2 32.9
FFL-3DOG [10] - - - 41.3 34.0

LanguageRefer [41] 39.5† 56.0 28.6† - -
3DVG-Transformer [49] - 51.4 - 45.9 34.5
TransRefer3D [13] - 57.4 - - -

SAT-2D [46]∗ 35.4† 57.9 31.7† 44.5 30.1

MDETR-[21]-3D (our impl.) 45.4 - 31.5 47.2 31.9

BUTD-DETR (ours) 52.1 67.0 43.3 52.2 39.8

Table 2: Ablation of design choices for BUTD-DETR on SR3D.
Model Accuracy

BUTD-DETR 52.1
w/o visual tokens 41.9
w/o detection prompts 47.9
w/o box stream 51.0
with MDETR’s [21] contrastive loss 49.6
w/o detection prompts; w/o box stream; (MDETR [21]-3D) 45.4
with parametric queries; w/o detection prompts; w/o box stream; (MDETR [21]-3D-Param) 33.8
with concatenated Visual, Language and Object Streams 51.3

Ablative analysis We ablate all our design choices for 3D BUTD-DETR on
SR3D benchmark [2] in Table 2. We compare BUTD-DETR against the following
variants:

– w/o visual tokens: an object-bottlenecked variant, which only attends to the
language and box proposal streams and selects one box out of the proposals.

– w/o detection prompts: BUTD-DETR trained solely on SR3D grounding
utterances.

– w/o box stream: BUTD-DETR without attention on the box stream.
– w/ MDETR’s contrastive loss: BUTD-DETR where we replace our modified

contrastive loss with MDETR’s.
– w/o detection prompts, w/o box stream, w/ MDETR’s contrastive loss: an

MDETR [21]-3D implementation.
– w/ parametric queries, w/o detection prompts, w/o box stream, w/ MDETR’s

contrastive loss: an MDETR-3D implementation that uses parametric object
queries, as in original MDETR.

– w/ concatenated visual, language and box streams: instead of attending to
each modality separately, we concatenate the different streams along their
sequence dimension.
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Fig. 4: Qualitative results of BUTD-DETR in the SR3D benchmark.
Predictions for the target are shown in green and for other mentioned objects
in orange. The detected proposals appear in blue. (a) The variant without
box stream (red box) fails to exploit the information given by the detector,
but BUTD-DETR succeeds. (b) The detector misses the “shoes” and any box-
bottlenecked variant fails. (c) The detector is successful in finding the “dustbin”,
still BUTD-DETR refines the box to get a more accurate bounding box.

The conclusions are as follows:

1. Box bottlenecks hurt: Models such as BUTD-DETR and MDETR-3D
that decode object boxes instead of selecting them from a pool of given object
proposals significantly outperform box-bottlenecked variants. BUTD-DETR
outperforms by 10.2% an object-bottlenecked variant, that does not attend
to 3D point features and does not decode boxes.

2. BUTD-DETR outperforms MDETR-3D by 6.7%:
3. Attention on a box proposal stream helps: Removing attention on the

box stream causes an absolute 1.1% drop in accuracy.
4. Co-training with detection prompts helps: Co-training with detection

prompts contributes 4.2% in performance (from 47.9% to 52.1%).
5. BUTD-DETR ’s contrastive loss helps: Replacing our contrastive loss

with MDETR’s results in drop of 2.5% in absolute accuracy.
6. Concatenating Visual, Language and Object Streams performs

worse than a model that has separate streams for each modality
Our motivation is to keep separate streams in 3D cross-modality encoder
and decoder to be consistent with 2D BUTD-DETR as explained in Section
3.2. We additionally find that having separate streams gives a boost of 0.8%.

4.2 Language grounding in 2D images

We test BUTD-DETR on the referential grounding datasets of RefCOCO [23],
RefCOCO+ [47] and Flickr30k entities dataset [36]. We follow the pretrain-
then-finetune protocol of MDETR and first pre-train on combined grounding
annotations from Flickr30k [36], referring expression datasets [23,47,33], Visual
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Table 3: Results on language grounding in 2D RefCOCO and Ref-
COCO+ Datasets on Top-1 accuracy metric using standard splits.
All training times are computed using same V100 GPUs. Training epochs are
written as x + y where x = number of pre-training epochs and y = number of
fine-tuning epochs. All reported results use ResNet101 backbone.

RefCOCO RefCOCO+ Training Training
Method val testA testB val testA testB Epochs GPU Hours

UNITER L [6] 81.4 87.0 74.2 75.9 81.5 66.7 - -
VILLA L [12] 82.4 87.5 74.8 76.2 81.5 66.8 - -
MDETR [21] 86.8 89.6 81.4 79.5 84.1 70.6 40 + 5 5560

BUTD-DETR (ours) 85.9 88.5 81.5 78.2 82.8 70.0 12 + 5 2748

Table 4: Results on language grounding in Flickr30k 2D images. We use
Recall@k metric. All training times are computed using same V100 GPUs.

Val Test Training Training
Method R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 Epochs GPU hours

VisualBERT [25] 70.4 84.5 86.3 71.3 85.0 86.5 - -
MDETR [21] 82.5 92.9 94.9 83.4 93.5 95.3 40 5480

BUTD-DETR (ours) 81.2 90.9 92.8 81.0 91.6 93.2 12 2688

Genome [24]. During pre-training the task is to detect all instances of objects
mentioned in the utterance. Different than MDETR, we augment this supervision
with detection prompts from the MS-COCO dataset [27]. Following MDETR,
we directly evaluate our pre-trained model on Flickr30k without any further
fine-tuning and fine-tune for 5 epochs on RefCOCO and RefCOCO+.

We report top-1 accuracy on the standard splits of RefCOCO and Ref-
COCO+ in Table 3 and Recall metric with ANY-BOX protocol [25] on Flickr30k
in Table 4. Our model and MDETR use the same 200k image-language pairs from
COCO [27], Flickr30k [36] and Visual Genome [24]. VisualBERT [25] is trained
on COCO captions. UNITER [6] and VILLA [12] use a larger dataset of 4.4M
pairs from COCO, Visual Genome, Conceptual-Captions [43], and SBU Cap-
tions [35]. In addition, we augment our training set with detection prompts from
COCO. BUTD-DETR trains two times faster than MDETR while getting com-
parable performance. This computational gain comes mostly from deformable
attention which is much cheaper than original visual self-attention that scales
quadratically with the number of visual tokens, as already reported in [50]. For
qualitative results, please see the supplementary file.

Ablative analysis We ablate our model in RefCOCO without pre-training in
Table 5, since pre-training is computationally expensive due to the size of the
combined datasets. Consistent with 3D, removing detection prompts results in
an accuracy drop of 2.4%. Additionally removing attention to the box proposal
stream results in a drop of 3.1% in accuracy. When replacing our contrastive
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Table 5: Ablation for BUTD-DETR on the RefCOCO validation set.
Model Accuracy

BUTD-DETR 79.4
w/o det prompts 77.0
w/o box stream w/o det prompts 76.3
w/o box stream w/o det prompts w/ MDETR’s [21] contrastive 74.2

loss with MDETR’s, the model achieves 74.2%, resulting in an additional drop
of 2.1% accuracy.

4.3 Limitations

Our work relies on language-image alignment and does not address how to
ground language better and more robustly through abstraction of the visual
features, e.g., the fact that left and right reverse when we change the user’s
viewpoint, the fact that numbers requires precise counting, or the fact that the
“ chair furthest away from the door” requires to satisfy a logical constraint which
our model can totally violate when presented with out-of-distribution visual in-
put. This limitation is a direct avenue for future work.

5 Conclusion

We present BUTD-DETR , a model for referential grounding in 3D and 2D
scenes, that attends to language, visual and box proposal streams to decode
objects mentioned in the referential utterance and align them to corresponding
spans in the input. BUTD-DETR builds upon MDETR [21] and outperforms
its straightforward MDETR-3D equivalent by a significant margin thanks to at-
tention on labelled bottom-up box proposals, co-training with detection prompts
and improved contrastive losses, setting a new state-of-the-art in two 3D lan-
guage grounding benchmarks. BUTD-DETR is also the first model in 3D ref-
erential grounding that operates on the realistic setup of not having access to
oracle object boxes, but rather detects them from the input 3D point cloud.
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